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SAFRI’s footprint – “How far is our reach in
the new decade?” –
A huge hello to all 200 Fellows from more than 20 countries!
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A Reflection on COVID-19 by Liz Wolvaardt
No-one saw this one coming: were we addicted to a certain kind of sadness?
There is a song (‘Someone I used to know’ by Gotye) that has a lyric: ‘You can get
addicted to a certain kind of sadness’. Were we as health professions educators in Africa
perhaps not guilty of this? I can touch type sentences such as ‘resource constrained
environment’ with my eyes closed because I have typed it so often. This ‘certain kind of
sadness’ about our constraints and obvious disadvantages was predictable, an
unassailable argument or a useful excuse. And then something that no-one saw coming,
an equal opportunity virus: COVID 19.
So what will health professions education in Africa look like in a post-COVID 19
environment?
I can think of two points (and you the reader should add to these). First, our inwardlooking approach of relying on our own resources needs a serious rethink! What we have
seen is the depth of online resources that are available in this global supermarket and
many are free. But then again who knew because we never really looked because we
never really had to. We also never really used our SAFRI network as a resource in a
way that could have helped us respond to COVID 19.
Second, we as educators have relied so heavily on face-to-face teaching and assessment
that we are suddenly adrift and unprepared. There are few among us who can really do
an adequate job of designing and facilitating online learning opportunities. So what will
we do in a post-COVID reality? Revert back to our comfortable and addictive kind of
sadness? Or overcome our own uncertainties to really commit to learning more about
using technology in teaching and learning?
What is clear is that once the dust settles, the health professions education landscape is
unlikely to look the same as before. I choose not to be sad about it, what about you?
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Session 1 – Welcome 2020 Fellows
SAFRI welcomes all the new 2020 Fellows! We know that you are all destined
for great things and are excited to be part of your journey!
Meet the 2020 Fellows

Florence (Akiiki) Bitalabeho

Sylvia Callender-Carter

Project: Assessing first year of implementation
of community-based learning

Project: Medical Intern Induction Programme

Institution: University of Global Health Equity,
Rwanda

Institution: University of Global Health Equity,
Rwanda
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Lizemari Hugo

Mohanad Ibrahim

Project: Developing emotional intelligence in
clinical facilitators for undergraduate health
science programmes at the University of the
Free State

Project: Educational Partnerships
Institution: Al Neelain University,
Sudan

Institution: University of the Free State,
South Africa

Aye Aye Khine-Wamono

Nomntu (Sino) Melitafa

Project: Facilitating cognitive learning skills
through concept mapping

Project: Development of Post-Graduate Diploma in
Paediatric Nursing with problem-based learning at
the University of Fort Hare

Institution: Stellenbosch University,
South Africa

Institution: University of Fort Hare,
South Africa
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Aminah Najjemba

Josephine Najjuma

Project: Utility of mid-semester clinical
examination in improving confidence and
clinical skills of medical students in Habib
Medical School of IUIU

Project: Using peer-to-peer learning methods to
teach undergraduate nursing and medical students
neonatal resuscitation

Institution: Habib Medical School, Islamic
University in Uganda

Institution: Mbarara University of Science and
Technology, Uganda

Ponsiano (Ponsy) Nuwagaba

Olufemi (Femi) Ogundipe

Project: Access to and utilisation of antenatal
care services by women with physical
disabilities in rural western Uganda

Project: Use of electronic learning in dental education
Institution: Obafemi Awolowo University,
Nigeria

Institution: Kyambogo University,
Uganda
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Olumide Olaoye

Manas Ray

Project: Identifying educational priorities for
Occupational Therapy trainees to prepare for
neurorehabilitation practice in Nigeria: Opinion
of practicing occupational therapists and
assistants

Project: Cognitive apprenticeship of at-risk first-year
medical students after qualitative analysis of
causative factors for slow learning
Institution: SSR Medical College, Mauritius

Institution: Obafemi Awolowo University,
Nigeria

Louise Schweickerdt

Constance Sekgobela

Project: Humanising medicine at SMU –
stepping into the hidden curriculum

Project: Evaluation of the Nursing Educators’
knowledge, skills and attitude of and towards the new
competency-based nursing training programme

Institution: Sefako Makgatho Health Sciences
University, South Africa

Institution: Mpumalanga College of Nursing,
South Africa
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Clarisa van der Merwe
Project: Providing proper feedback:
Establishing healthy habits in higher education
feedback practice
Institution: University of Pretoria,
South Africa

Welcome to new faculty
A huge welcome and SAFRI-BAM to the new Faculty:
Welcome back to Rachel Weiss (2009 Fellow)
And BRAND new:
• Gerda Reitsma (2017 Fellow)
• Chivaugn Gordon (2015 Fellow)
• Werner Cordier (2017 Fellow)
We are so thrilled to have such unique, passionate and committed faculty joining this
year. And in true SAFRI spirit – they have turned the world upside down and given us a
poem to make themselves feel at home:
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Poem by Gerda, Chiv and Werner
Newbies BAM!
There were good times
and there were better times
From fellow to faculty
An honour, excitement
Humbled by the trust
Challenge accepted
We meet, we greet, we eat
And eat!
Cups of coffee by the dozen
A glass of wine ... or two
Ideas to bounce around
Suggestions and support
Watch and learn? Not so...
Get up and do!
As new SAFRI Faculty
Our family grew
Our family bonded
Over academic aspirations,
Projects to change the world,
Cocktails and sticky dance floors.
We came, we grew, we left more complete
There were better times
And there were best of times!

Session 3 – Welcoming back and catching up with
the 2019 Fellows - Accomplishments since last year
One of the highlights of Session 3 is the manner in which the 1st Year Fellows welcome
back the 2nd Years. This year’s welcome back activity was packed with loads of newness
and barrels of laughter.
The song that 2020 Fellows chose to usher welcome the 2019 Fellows was “Let’s go
dancing (Ooh La La La)”, a throwback 80’s hit by Kool & The Gang. Yes, there was a lot
of dancing!
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This was followed by a “speed dating”-like activity for the Fellows to get to know each
other. This is how it worked:
The 2nd years formed a circle facing outward, while the 1st years formed an outer circle
facing the inward. Next, the 2020 Fellows were given an opportunity to interview the 2nd
Years. After 2 minutes, the 1st Years moved to the next Fellow and the interview began
until all 2019 Fellows had been interviewed by each of the 1st Years.
The next stage of the getting to know each other activity was just at exciting. The 2019
Fellows each wrote down three things about themselves on three separate sticky notes.
These were randomly mixed placed on one end of the room so that none of the 1st Years
knew who wrote the points. We learnt a lot about what the 2019 Fellows have been doing
in the past year.
The 2019 Fellows accomplished a lot. There were promotions;
completion of PhDs; presentations at international conferences; new
programmes were started and; some Fellows were awarded grants.
Additionally: an extra warm welcome to Simone and Samuel - 2018
Fellows.
Also: a special applaud to Asma, who completed her project in spite of a
nine-month university-wide shut-down in Sudan.
Then the 2020 Fellows had to try to match those notes to the 2nd Years. As you can
guess, this elevated the excitement in the venue and many more laughs came out from
the Newlands Forest rooms than ever before!
Congratulations to the 2019 Fellows for lifting the SAFRI flag higher! SAFRI…BAM!
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Faculty news
Congratulations to Marietjie van Rooyen who got married in March! We wish you and
your family all the happiness!
Farewell to Rhena Delport who will be retiring from SAFRI this year. Thank you for the
wonderful time, energy and support you gave to SAFRI over the years. You will be missed!
Farewell to Vuyisile Khumalo from who is leaving the SAFRI and FPD family. We are
grateful for your support wish you all the best in your future endeavours!
Welcome Dollence Baloyi to the SAFRI Administrative team. We are excited to share
this journey with you!

Fellows reflect on Sessions 1 & 3
Reflections by Akiiki – 2020 Fellow
SAFRI 2020 Fellows…getting on board!
We arrived all eager, but tentative about what lay ahead for us in this first SAFRI week.
I and my colleague Sylvia, arrived some days earlier, to greet the mother city with respect,
sit with her, admire her beauty, take walks in her leafy suburbs, smell her sea aroma, touch
her aging self and listen to her heartbeat in the waters breaking on her shores. We also
greeted her children on land and sea as we marvelled at the playful seals and aloof
penguins.
When Tuesday arrived, we were ready, eager and donned our serious work attire, ready
to blend in with the academics that would join us on this SAFRI journey.
The first 30 minutes were confusing, my mind slow to put logic to what my senses
comprehended. The training room had turned into a stage of singers and dancers singing
the aims and objectives of the course. I turned around to see if all was well with the other
Fellows. I saw that although there was similar confusion on the faces, there were traces of
cracking of the serious academic facades. Soon, we were chuckling and laughing as the
dancing took on cabaret style.
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SAFRI intensive week was launched from this fun brave platform. A stage that showed
educators and academics ready to stretch themselves and demand the same of us as
became clear shortly following this opening. We dived in at the deep end into research and
leadership training. The delivery of information modelled creativity and team teaching.
Activities intermingled with theories. Discussions and small group work replaced
anticipated PowerPoint overkill.
In a week, we have raced through research methodology and submitted a first draft of a
research protocol complete with working with supervisors and getting input from peers and
senior fellows. When I think on how long even the development of a research question
normally takes, I smile in awe.
As a group, Abigail Dryer tasked us to do a welcome activity for the senior Fellows. The
activity propelled us into teamwork, leadership, communication, creativity and project
management all rolled into one. We were able to observe and reflect on our MBTI profiles,
character traits and the complexities of our wonderful selves as we executed the fun
welcome for the 2019 Fellows. Looking back on this activity, I now see that once again it
was SAFRI Faculty requiring more of us than we thought we had in us and cheering us on
this SAFRI journey. We are privileged to have such a driven, dedicated and professional
team to guide us on this journey.
The 2020 Fellows are a diverse group of 15 health professionals. What a privilege to sit
together at the feet of the SAFRI sages.
The aim of making the world a better place to live in, through the work we do, will be
advanced by this journey.
Thank you all who make this SAFRI journey a reality. We will travel diligently and with
gratitude.
From 2020 Fellows, we give you a thunderous SAFRI bam!!
This is a great opportunity and a great responsibility.

Reflections by Femi – 2020 Fellow
Title: I love this family of SAFRI.
My primary motivation for seeking FAIMER fellowship is to be trained to be a great
teacher. Having been predominantly in clinical practice for a long period before I got a
faculty position in OAU Ife, I realized instantly that being a great clinician does not
necessarily translate to being a great teacher.
I felt that the least I could do to appreciate my wonderful teachers is to strive to be one.
Again, when I think about the frustrations I personally experienced from my not so great
teachers (thankfully there are just a few), I feel a kind of nightmare thinking about putting
my own students (God forbid) through the ordeal. So I determined to get training.
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The selection process is very rigorous and professional. Each time I failed just made me
more determined. Nothing was going to stop me.
I am grateful to SAFRI for giving me this great opportunity. SAFRI......Bam!!!!
I began the journey with incredible single mindedness to be damn good teacher, but the
more I proceed with the journey, the more I realize that SAFRI is really about radiating
perfect love for myself, my students and my work and community. This for me is highly
revealing and heart rendering. I get the distinct feeling that I am in for the greatest
adventure of my life, kind of taking one huge bite.
Right from the airport shuttle, you just get transposed into another world. Every little event
and activity appeared to have been designed to the minutest details with careful attention
to produce just one effect: PERFECT LOVE. I don't know how they do it but the
atmosphere just buzzes with unbelievable level of energy.
All the faculty are simply the best. I say a big thank you.
Special thanks also to the fellows, I don't take lightly the love, affection and the timely
'honks' received from you.
As I peep further down the road, on this most interesting journey, one thing is crystal clear
to me. I am in the right family and I am loving this family 💞

SAFRI Poster Day
Opening of SAFRI Poster Day - by Champion Nyoni
2020 is a thought-provoking year for the Sub-Sahara FAIMER Regional Institute (SAFRI)
and as I look back, I realise the amount of work that has been done and the massive
initiatives that continue to inspire excellence in our fellowship. In the year 2020, SAFRI
boasts of more than 200 fellows from more than 20 countries in the Sub-Saharan Africa
region. These fellows have gone on to do amazing work within health professions
education in the region and globally.
The year 2020 was branded by the World Health Organisation as the year of the Nurse
and Midwife, and through a SAFRI initiative the African Journal of Health Professions
Education (AJHPE) will be publishing a special focus issue on nursing and midwifery in
Africa. Lastly, and importantly, in 2020 the SAFRI programme had a facelift through the
integration of gamification, speed dating and electronic posters as educational
approaches.
Exciting times lie ahead for SAFRI and we hope we can continue working together to
preserve SAFRI and sustain excellence in health professions education by Africans for
Africans.
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Presentations, Check out the e-posters! | Congratulations everybody!!

Mia-Michaela Beetge

Mashava Bilal

Project: Oral Health Practitioners experiences
of Continuous Professional Development
activities

Project: The need for implementing an Internal
Quality Assurance System for education in the
Department of General Nursing and Midwifery,
School of Health and Medical Sciences State
University, Zanzibar

SAFRI Supervisor: Lianne Keiller

SAFRI Supervisor: Di Manning

Portia Bimray

Eileen Du Plooy

Project: Opinions and experiences of nurse
managers regarding the development of
professional values in a School of Nursing at a
Higher Education Institution in the Western
Cape, South Africa

Project: The knowledge, attitude and practices of
Occupational Therapists in palliative care education
and services in South Africa
SAFRI Supervisor: Ronel Maart

SAFRI Supervisor: Karien Mostert
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Yolande Heymans

Jacob Iramiot

Project: Enhancing interprofessional peer
learning through team-based learning

Project: Rethinking Problem Based Learning
Curriculum in Busitema University

SAFRI Supervisor: Liz Wolvaardt

SAFRI Supervisor: Abigail Dreyer

Jennifer McAdam

Asma Mohamed Sharif

Project: An evaluation of the blended learning
resources integrated into the public health
curriculum of an undergraduate occupational
therapy programme

Project: Exploring the development of research skills
of undergraduate medical students at Al Neelain
University
SAFRI Supervisor: Rhena Delport

SAFRI Supervisor: Ludo Badlangana
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Keshena Naidoo

Paul Oboth

Project: Shared geriatric care competencies in
the undergraduate nursing and medical
curricula at the University of KwaZulu-Natal,
South Africa

Project: Health worker experience of low dose high
frequency learning approach to improve malaria
rapid testing in Kayunga Hospital, Uganda (pilot
study)

SAFRI Supervisors: Jacky van Wyk & Firdouza
Waggie

SAFRI Supervisor: Corne Postma

Olutoyin Oluwole

Samuel Oninla

Project: Transmitter vs Receptor: two-way
perception of teaching models in a budding
African medical school

Project: Leadership and healthcare management
needs of junior medical doctors in Osogbo, Osun
State, Nigeria

SAFRI Supervisor: Alywn Louw

SAFRI Supervisor: Liz Wolvaardt
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Suranjana Ray

Simone Titus

Project: Developing learning outcomes for a
module for teaching communication skills to
undergraduate medical students at the SSR
Medical College Mauritius

Project: Towards the development of a sustainable
mentoring programme in health sciences: Exploring a
peer mentoring programme for at-risk health
sciences students at a historically disadvantaged
institution in the Western Cape

SAFRI Supervisor: Marietjie van Rooyen
SAFRI Supervisor: Niri Naidoo

PGDip in HPE and Leadership
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SAAHE 2020
In light of President Cyril Ramaphosa's announcement on 15 March 2020 and in the interest
of public health, the Local Organising Committee for the SAAHE 2020 Conference in
collaboration with the SAAHE Council has decided to postpone the SAAHE Conference to
23-26 June 2021, Cape Town.
Although we might not be meeting face-to face to share our scholarly contributions; our
deepened insights, adaptions and reflections gathered during this challenging period will
continue to be shared amongst our SAFRI community.
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